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Editor’s  foreword 

 

One probably can say: we already have more than enough journals devoted to different issues of 

cultural anthropology and related themes and there is no need in a new one. However, I have to 

note that despite there are some journals on cultural anthropology the problem is that there is too 

much formality, dogmatism and often even sectarianism in them: too often certain papers are not 

accepted not due to some mistakes but due to much conformism of reviewers. Critical notes are 

too often very formal and superficial, for instance, one can say that you use too little references 

and because of it your work looks unlike academic style; but let’s think: can a completely 

dilettante work be fulfilled with references? Sure it can. Can a perfectly academic work be 

without references? Sure it can. And I am to say even more: that obsession with notes actually 

helps more to freaks but not to genuine researchers since dilettantes accept external features of 

scientific process can successfully mimicry true science while true science often is considered as 

freakish ideas. Then they often can notice that you use too many personal forms instead of 

passive voice. Do certain grammar forms violate understanding? I hardly can imagine it. 

Pioneers of anthropology didn’t hesitate to use any grammatical forms but they did great work 

since they didn’t hesitate to face reality, nowadays people prefer to care about use of grammar 

forms. Well, actually what are the roots of above described problems? Can only conformity of 

reviewers be root of problems? I think the main cause that cultural anthropology still is much 

alike medieval scholastics is wide spread of tendency to escape verification and exact methods. 

Unfortunately even now cultural anthropology still is based mostly on the paradigm of 

“professor thinks so” i.e. on some particular mythology but not on analysis of facts in 

correspondent  contexts, not on conceptual thinking and not on exact methodology. They make 

students to swot works of classics and they made kind of idols of classics but they hardly teach 

students to be like Boas, to be like Sapir to be like Whorf. Iterdisciplinary studies are much 

more declared than really performed, it’s obviously cargo anthropology. 

One day Claude Lévi-Strauss said that 21
st
 century would be century of anthropology or it 

would not be at all. This sentence has been repeating numerous times but I suspect one ever 

understood what Lévi-Strauss actually meant.  

Lévi-Strauss thought that cultural anthropology should elaborate its own methodology and 

should become a true science with use of exact methodology also he thought linguistics and 

anthropology  are very closely connected since both language and culture can be represented as 

ordered pair of the following view <A; Ω> where A is a set of certain memes and Ω is a set of 

distributions upon A; culture is a kind of semiotic system or a semiotic code that allows us to 

structure world and that somehow defines people’s world perception, people’s habits and 

preferences. 

However, nowadays we can see that under the influence of political correctness step by step 

happens erosion of such basic concepts as, for instance, culture. Attempts to bring methods of 

linguistics into anthropology, attempts to analyze base of anthropological methods and 
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conceptually revise them or elaborate a more precise one are usually considered as freakish and 

are mocked while invasion of biology/genetics and psychology into the field of cultural 

anthropology is usually hailed. But culture actually isn’t biological system, nobody ever sees 

that an axe gives birth to another axe or a boat gives birth to another boat; if we are going to 

study cultures we should elaborate tools useful for description of culture and such tools can’t be 

elaborated by biology or by genetics or by psychology, cultural anthropology is able to elaborate 

its own methods and should do so.  

Positive effects of well elaborated anthropology aren’t just satisfaction of curiosity but it has 

some very real practical effects that would be able to apply to our particular actual life.  When 

cultural anthropology will become a science that uses much math like for instance cliodynamics 

then it becomes a much more powerful weapon against all kinds of obscurantism. When we 

consider social issues basement of consideration should be social anthropology (cultural 

anthropology), biology or genetics can’t be basement of the consideration since people are 

determined mostly be culture but not by biology so progress in social sphere obviously is 

closely related with that of anthropology science as well as progress in technology is closely 

connected with that of physics. Lévi-Strauss words about century of anthropology are very 

important right now.  It’s a great pity, though, that in 21
st
 century anthropologists have to spend 

time for fighting with weird stereotypes and for proving anthropology rights to be science 

instead of do something really useful and fruitful.  

“Cultural Anthropology and Ethnosemiotics” has been set up in order to elaborate holistic 

methodology of anthropology and related sciences. The journal accepts papers on large range of 

issues of cultural anthropology, ethnosemiotics, linguistics, history and other related items. 

Main conception of the journal is to study semiotic systems in their interconnection and contexts 

and try to detect laws that describe them. In this connection, especially welcome are so called 

“interdisciplinary” papers (such as for instance use of linguistics data in research of certain 

cultural issues) and those that offer some exact methods in the field of sciences of anthropology 

circle. 

Actually I suppose expressions like “interdisciplinary original approaches” should be banned 

since such expressions are used in order to marginalize anything that try to face analyze reality 

outside of mythology of “professor dixit”; all so called interdisciplinary studies actually are 

about real problems while masturbation about certain academic rubrics is nothing but play of 

beads and cockroach races. 

Of course, one journal hardly can solve all existing problems but I do hope it can sets up a good 

basement for future generations.  

 

 

 

 


